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Cliffs Notes. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 80 pages. Dimensions: 8.0in. x 5.2in. x
0.3in.The original CliffsNotes study guides offer expert commentary on major themes, plots,
characters, literary devices, and historical background. In CliffsNotes on The Color Purple, you
follow the beautiful and difficult story of a shy and abused Southern black womans struggle to
create an identity, a feeling of self-worth, and love. Covering a series of personal letters that span a
40-year period, this study guide shares a story about growth, endurance, loyalty, solidarity, and joy
-- all nurtured by the strength of love. Youll gain comfort with the black folk language main
character Celies uses to express herself as you move through critical commentaries on each of the
novels 89 letters. Other features that help you figure out this important work includeLife and
background of the author, Alice WalkerAnalyses of a large cast of charactersIntroduction to the
novelA review section that tests your knowledge and suggests essay topicsA selected bibliography
that leads you to more great resourcesClassic literature or modern-day treasure youll understand it
all with expert information and insight from CliffsNotes study guides. This item ships from multiple
locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La...
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ReviewsReviews

A fresh e book with a brand new point of view. It is definitely simplistic but surprises in the fi y percent of your ebook. Its been designed in an extremely
basic way and is particularly just soon after i finished reading this ebook where in fact altered me, change the way i really believe.
-- Dr. Alberta Schmidt V-- Dr. Alberta Schmidt V

It in just one of the most popular ebook. It usually fails to price an excessive amount of. You will not really feel monotony at at any moment of your time
(that's what catalogues are for about when you check with me).
-- Matteo Torp-- Matteo Torp
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